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A Long Day on the Schreckhorn
Lewis J. G. Preston

I am just not used to these early Alpine starts. As I fasten on my
crampons below the terrace of the new Schreckhornhutte, my two
companions, Tim and AI, are already mere pools of headtorch glimmer
bobbing up the glacier. Our fourth, Caval, with a badly swollen
knee-injured in yesterday's acclimatisation outing-has to watch us
go. I catch up the others in the wide couloir above the hut, just below a
large crevasse. Now we climb, in shortening spurts, up several hundred
metres of narrowing, steepening snowfield. Some rocks emerge from the
snow to break the stop-start rhythm that heartbeat and angle dictate.
Beyond, we enter the sanctuary of the upper Schwarzzeggfirn. It is after
dawn now, and a morning mist draws back down the glacier. As if in a
theatre, it reveals the Finsteraarhorn and the lesser known 'behind' view
of the Eiger and Munch. We traverse under the huge W face of the
Schreckhorn, the wall luring us upwards. At the upper edge of the
Oberen Schwarzzeggfirn we stop behind the initial rocks. I feel we
should be further north in the cwm if we are to climb out onto the NW
ridge ascended by Anderson and Baker in 1883. The buttress above
seems to head direct for the highest point visible. By now, however, we
are high on this route, and no-one wants to lose hard-gained height.

The slabs above resemble BotteriII's Slab on Scafell Crag, and we set
off up them. The rock is not sound but only severe in grade. I second up
after Tim, climb a little further and find a better stance. Al follows. We
all climb a second pitch, but it is impossible to tell what lies more than
one pitch above. We continue up 3 or 4 more pitches as the standard
becomes more severe with some strenuous moves in increasingly
exposed positions. Tim remains confident and leads up some more
pitches, but it is slow, cold work on a rope of three, and as the wall looms
above us, I have time to consider the difficulty we are climbing into.
A couple of full VS pitches with laybacks and jams on friable detached
flakes lead us out onto a snow arete at a step in the buttress. Ahead, after
the arete, which we sit astride, is a single crack up an otherwise blank
face. Leading, Tim places a No 2 Friend and pulls up strenuously. When
it is my turn to second up, close examination reveals tiny 50mm
extrusions in the rock, and I free up beside the crack, enjoying the sport
of the moment and forgetting the running belay Tim pulled up on ...
Pulled off balance, I pendulum into space ... and grab the tape to haul
back into the wall and up to Tim. Al comes up, abandoning the Friend
whose cams have inverted.
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Above, the final 300m or so of headwall rises up imposingly. We
traverse a small, steep snowfield clinging to the foot of the final wall. It
narrows into a gully which, some lOOm or so up, has an ice-filled neck
piercing through the rock wall to what could be the ridge. Time races by
as we discuss tactics. Climb grade V ice at 3600m?-We pull faces. We
look desperately at the headwall; nothing more is said-we go for the
gully. The sun has crept round the mountain, and deep in the gully I
freeze while belaying Tim as he struggles on the main ice pitch. He finds
an old peg, the first we've found, destroying our suspicions of being the
first into this odd situation. Above the peg the climb is desperate, and
Tim is left clinging when a large flake gives way from the side wall. It
shaves me, ripping through clothing to my elbow imd bouncing over Al
below. Tim holds on and completes the climb. 'The ridge is gained' he
yells. Soaked and frozen, I commit myself to the ice tomb and hammer
up. The ice-shattered rock is so loose that I lose grip and for the second
time find myself on a tight single 9mm rope. I finish up to Tim on the
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ridge and pant for breath. Surveying the ridge, I realise that our
problems are not yet over, as Al finishes up the gully, exhausted, to Tim
and me. The NW ridge is plastered in soft fresh snow, and I belay Tim
over a precarious rope-length without runner before a nut belay is found
in a rock step. Above this final obstacle the ridge leads out to the
summit, which we reach in the last light of a beautifully coloured sunset.
It is 109 years, almost to the day, since feet first trod here. We eat
chocolate, take photos and gaze at mountains-hazy white tops above a
fiery sea of orange and pink. It is a month, I note, since the last
ascensionists signed the log in the summit box. Already my companions
have disappeared into the gloom down the SSE ridge.

With 1500m of descent to the hut, we rope together and precariously
reverse tricky pitches, with head torches providing inadequate pools of
light in the infinity of blackness between us and the stars. Al reaches a
bendy piton and we decide to use this to abseil off the ridge into the
couloir leading, perhaps, to the glacier below. Al being the lightest of the
three of us, we elect him to descend into the inky unknown, assuring him
that we can haul him back if it is a 'no go'. Tim and I follow, set up
another double rope 45m abseil, and descend first rock and then steep
hard ice. Again a sling is left over a rock knobble· and another length of
ice gully reversed. After 5 or so abseils the scale of our problem hits
home: we have little more gear to abandon, and after perhaps only 300m
of descent, and with 4 times that to negotiate in the darkness, I feel it is
hopeless to continue. It is less cold here than on the exposed ridge, and I
persuade Tim and Al to bivvy until first light. Al is not keen, but stands
belayed to a single nut in a broken rock buttress while Tim and I hack
out a narrow ledge. We sit on the ropes, all belayed to the nut, Al in my
bivvy bag in the middle, huddled together in frozen tiredness. It is
3.30am and we have been going for 23 hours.

An hour later, before dawn, Tim is so cold that he wants to move.
There is no response from Al in the bag. By the time we have prepared
to descend, first traces of dawn filter across the sky. Pitch after pitch we
crampon down before a rocky run-out onto the glacier. We traverse back
and forth, avoiding and bridging crevasses, cross the moraine, and
finally glissade 200m in a few invigorating minutes to the welcome of the
stream entering the main glacier. By mid-day we are back at the hut
with 3 litres of tea-panting and aching, but smiling and recovering
from our 'day on the Schreckhorn'.
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